Why Search for Rare and
Forbidden decays?
• Tests Standard Model and allows investigation of phenomena in mass ranges beyond those available to current accelerators
• Standard Model predicts Branching Ratio <10 • 2 multi-cell ( Cerenkov counters
• Muon detector
Energy Measurement
• Electromagnetic and hadronic calorimeters
Blind Analysis Method
Method:
• Cover signal region with a "box"
• Optimize ALL cuts before opening "box"
Maximize Monte Carlo Signal/ Data Wings
• Open "box" covering signal region
Blind Analysis Closed mass "box" widths: 
Secondary Vertex N is now the 90% CL upper limit prediction on the number of events.
Since there was some background, X N is calculated using the method of Feldman and Cousins. One also has to correct X N for systematic errors. This was done using the method of Cousins and Highland.
and 3-Body Rare and Forbidden Decays

Decay Modes Examined
Flavor Changing Neutral Currents
Lepton Flavor Violating
Lepton Number Violating • Examined 24 decay modes.
• 8 Results never before published.
• 14 Improvements on published results, some by an order of magnitude. • Examined 27 decay modes.
• 18 Results never before published.
• 5 Improvements on published results, some by 1-2 orders of magnitude.
Future Plans 
